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1 
Some people think history has nothing or little to tell us but others think that studying the 
past history can help us better understand the present. Discuss the both views and give your 
opinion (3/8) 
 
2 
Some believe that technology such as mobile phones cell phones are destroying social 
interaction. To what extent do you agree or disagree (3/8) 
 
3 
Some believe that it is better for young to get an advice from old people than young people. 
To what extent do you agree or disagree? (3/7)  
 
4 
Most of the people in the society enjoy watching crime movies and criminal TV programs. 
Why do you think people have more interest to watch them? What is the impact to the 
society due to this? (2/29) 
 
5 
Teenagers have problems at home and school. What difficulties are they facing now? What 
should parents and schools do to help them? (2/22) 
 
6 
Some people say international sports events help in world peace. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree? (2/22) 
 
7 
In many countries there are people with extremely high income. Some say it is good for the 
country, while others claim that governments should limit salaries. Discuss both views and 
give your own opinion. (2/21) 
 
8 
With the help of internet and television many people are becoming famous. 
Is this a positive or negative trend? (2/22) 
 
9 
In the future, it seems it will be more difficult to live on the earth. Some people think more 
money should be spent on researching other planets to live, such as Mars. To what extent, 
do you agree or disagree? (2/22) 
 
10 
People are becoming dependent on the Internet and phone. Is it a positive or negative 
development? (2/17) 
 
11 
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Some people think that government should subsidize fruits and vegetables to make healthy 
food cheaper. Others argue that tax should be set on unhealthy food. Discuss both views 
and give your opinion. (2/13) 
 
12 
People believe that some individuals are born with leadership skills, while others think that 
the individuals can develop those leadership skills. Discuss both views and give your 
opinion. (2/13) 
 
13 
Nowadays a few people take their family with them to abroad whenever they go for a 
business trip. What are the advantages and disadvantages on them and on their family. (2/9) 
 
14 
Some think that governments should support retired people financially while others believe 
they should take care of themselves. Discuss both views and give your own opinion. (2/14) 
 
15 
Young people say that traveling to different countries benefits them and the society. To what 
extent do you agree or disagree? (2/13) 
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